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Following on from last month’s topic on choosing a fly rod for a beginner I thought it would be 

interesting to take a look at some of the rods that are available on the market today. When you start 

to look at the number of rods it is little wonder that people find it difficult to know which one to 

choose.  When you read what the manufacturers say about their rods it becomes even more 

confusing. 

 

I’ve listed below just some of the rods you will find in your local fly fishing shop or favourite 

online store. To give you an idea of the dilemma a beginner (or even experienced fly fisher) faces in 

deciding which rod is right for them I have quoted some of the advertising that is written to 

describe the rod.  What you have to do is match the rod to the manufacturer’s spin. 

 

Fenwick HMG       G.Loomis Cross Currrent  GLX        Sage Bolt        TFO Clouser     Orvis 

Helios2      Innovator Velocity       Sage Mod        Thomas and Thomas ESP       Winston Nexus          

Orvis Clearwater       Scott Meridian        TFO BVK           Sage Motive          Redington Hydrogen          

Hardy Zephrus        St Croix Legend Elite         Echo3          South Pacific SR Series          Loop 

Goran Anderson Signature           Scott Tidal      

 

This quiz is intended to be a bit of fun but it does highlight how difficult it can be to choose a new 

fly rod. If you manage to get all the answers correct you have too many fly rods or frequent too 

many fly fishing shops. To make it a little easier I have quoted the current RRP for each rod. The 

editor has published the answers on another page of the newsletter so you can check when you have 

finished, but no cheating please.  

*** 

 

1. “Just like you wouldn’t pull out your driver when you need your 7 iron, the _____________ is 

optimized for the distances and scenarios most often encountered by the trout angler.  Thoughtfully 

crafted with contemporary line designs, fly patterns, and angling styles in mind, the rod is a modern 

interpretation of a moderate action specific for trout fisheries.” US$850 

 

2. “When the conditions call for precision and finesse, add a sixth sense to your casting arsenal. 

This is a rod series for babbling brooks, rich chalk streams and technical spring creeks. The 

_________ _____________ feels light in the hand and flexes with minimal haul for smooth, 

controlled casts at short and medium distances.” US$795 

 



3. “The _________________________ series is a new line of high-performance, very lightweight, 

fast action rods that redefine the high-end, all-graphite category. Their innovative design combines 

faster tapers, especially through the lower half of the rods, with the distinctive “feel” and smooth 

casting attributes that are hallmarks of (the brand).” US$475-495 

 

4. “You know the old adage the one that claims you have to pay for quality? Well, our 

____________ rods turn that saying on its head. This best-selling series reaps the rewards of award-

winning technology and offers 20 models in flex profiles perfectly suited for the rod’s application. 

Cast one, price it, compare it, and you will buy it. These fly rods are designed with a perfect 

balance of strength and precision, allowing anglers to cast heavy streamers or tiny dry flies. The 

value and versatility of our rod make it a favorite among freshwater anglers everywhere.” US$198-

225 
 

5. “The all new _____________________________ saltwater rods build on our award winning 

ReAct technology to bring you a series of saltwater rods that are remarkably light, and generate 

exceptional line speed and power. These rods help you quickly make accurate casts at any distance 

in demanding saltwater conditions. You’ll be amazed at how fast you can get the fly from your 

hand to the fish.” US$865 
 

6. “We designed the ______________________ saltwater fly rods to make the challenges a little 

less, well... challenging. Accurate presentations to cruising fish and good turnover into the wind are 

now easier than ever. These salt specific rods load quickly, generate high line speed with a relaxed 

casting stroke, and have ample power to control hard fighting fish.” US$475 
 

7. “Our all-new __________________ saltwater rods are ideal for seasoned saltwater fans looking 

to complement their rod arsenal, and fly fishers new to the salt who want to experience the many 

hard-fighting species without breaking the bank. Constructed of time-proven materials and 

embodying immense saltwater experience, this rod features a powerful but smooth fast action that 

loads quickly to deliver heavy saltwater flies with the accuracy the sport demands.” US$450 
 

8. “_____________________ rods are fast action rods designed to excel in Presentation and 

Distance. The rich translucent olive blanks are topped with matching braided carbon fiber reel 

seats, our exclusive Tactical Series Stripping Guides*, ultra lightweight chromium-impregnated 

stainless snake guides and Flor grade grips that are comfortably contoured and uniquely 

contrasted.”  US$249.95 – 299.95 
 

9. “________________________________________   rods have a bit deeper action that works 

through the entire grip when fully loaded, but also have a short recovery that allows for a quick and 

early stop. They are easy-to-cast and meant for all flyfishers, but will at the same time give the 

technically competent caster the ability to push the envelope and achieve more than any other rods 

available.” US$665 
 

10. “Our new ________________________________ rod family is designed especially for the 

trout angler. A fine-tuned, medium-fast action is combined with the lightest weight components 

available to give anglers incredible performance with a light in-hand feel. Skeletonized reel seats 

and single-foot guides help reduce weight, while the rod actions and models will match any trout 

fishing scenario.” US$299.95  
 

11. “The long-anticipated __________________ series of premium fly rods represents the most 

comprehensive range ever produced by us. Over two years in development and utilising the latest 

high-energy, IM-8 high-performance defence-grade graphite, coupled with a revolutionary high-



impact epoxy resin system, this series of fly rods represents cutting-edge fly rod design, technology 

and performance.” AU$369.95 – 389.95 
 

12. “Whether it's six feet or sixty six, when your target is to hit a moving shadow dead centre 

between the eyes with a weightless piece of fluff, accuracy starts to take on a whole new meaning! 

________________, with SINTRIX®440 technology, combines the featherweight touch and line 

feel required to fool a midge feeder under the rod tip, with the power to hit a slab rainbow at full 

range.”£499-649 
 

13. “The complete jerk at the office gets a promotion. Your dog eats the last muffin. Your favorite 

football team loses the championship. Still, the moment you pull a ___________________ fly rod 

from its tube, all is right with the world. Immediately, its gorgeous finish and incredible balance 

impress. With the first cast you revel in the smoothness and deceptive power of the crisp SC
V 

graphite blank with ART
™

 and IPC
®
 technology.” US$430-500 

 

14. “Using high modulus graphite fiber and modern resin systems, _______________ rods are both 

light and exceptionally strong. Designed to have slim diameter blanks and be incredibly light in the 

hand these rods look, feel, and cast like rods selling for twice the price. With crisp fast actions and 

modest power levels these rods perform at the highest level over a large range of fishing conditions. 

They feel light in the hand and have low swing weight. You won't find a better rod at any price.” 

US$349.95 

15. “_____________________ fly rods are the best fly rods we have ever produced, period. Not 

only are these fly rods lightweight, sensitive and extremely powerful, they have an incredible look! 

Made in Manchester, Vermont, these rods are the ultimate freshwater fly rods for all anglers. The 

fine-tuned tapers deliver spot-on accuracy and smooth tracking.” US$795 

16. “Driving winds and long distances call for high line speed and quick recovery. Enter the 

__________________, joining our Generation 5 technology family to compliment last year’s 

award-winning medium-fast action ACCEL. The ultra-fast action of the rod makes high line speeds 

and tight loops easier, giving you confidence in your cast in the most demanding conditions.” 

US$650 

 

17 “The new _____________series fly rods are lighter, stronger and faster…Oh, and they’re now 

nine-foot in length. Powerful enough for casting weighted lines and wind-resistant flies, yet delicate 

enough to protect fine leaders, these rods are perfect for every species from trout to false albacore.” 

US$199.95-219.95 

 

18. “The _____________________ fly rods were designed as an upgrade rod for the fly angler 

looking for a pro-style 4 section fly rod or as a higher starting point than what's often available to 

the new fly fisher.  A light weight easy-to-cast fly rod with a smooth progressive action. Tough 

non-glare charcoal finish graphite blank with quality componentry that you would expect to see on 

a rod worth many times the price.” AU$99 
 

 19. “Pick up the ultralight, user-friendly ____________________ and cast off your cares. The 

medium-fast rod is designed with a crisp, forgiving action that generates high line speeds and 

accuracy both up close and far away with minimal effort. Matte black four-section blank with 

carbon binding is as sturdy as it is compact when it's time to store the rod and travel. Matte smoke 

large diameter stripper guides and double-foot snake guides encourage long casts and smooth 

retrieves.”US $139.95 - $159.95 

 



20. “It's the culmination of hours of research... on the water and in the factory, creating rods with 

incredible lifting power and fast tapers that help you make tight, aerodynamic loops so you can 

punch out unbelievably long cast after long cast, even in a stiff breeze. It's the beautiful 

appointments we've added to these rods to make them as enjoyable to look at as they are to fish. It's 

the light weight, the power and the castability that makes our ______________________ the most 

dynamic, most popular saltwater fly rods in the universe.” US$685 – 770 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                              Allan Ekert    

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
 

 

Answers to Allan’s ‘Casting Around’ rod quiz 

 

1. Sage Mod        2. Thomas and Thomas ESP       3. Winston Nexus         4. Orvis Clearwater        

5. Scott Meridian        6. Scott Tidal      7. Sage Motive          8. TFO BVK           9. Loop Goran 

Anderson Signature           10. Redington Hydrogen          11. Innovator Velocity        12. Hardy 

Zephrus        13. St Croix Legend Elite       14. Echo3          15. Orvis Helios2          16. Sage Bolt         

17. TFO Clouser      18 South Pacific SR Series         19. Fenwick HMG        20. G.Loomis Cross 

Currrent  GLX         

 


